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Deciding How to Decide

How do we know what works?

Applied Information Economics (AIE): A practical decision 
making approach based entirely on methods that have shown 

a measurable improvement in estimates and decisions
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The Failure of Risk 
Management

How to Make Decisions 
Under Uncertainty

Advanced Calibration 
Methods
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Deciding How to Decide

How do we know what works?

• Deciding How to Decide

The Meta-Decision

• How to Measure Anything

Overcoming the Illusion of Intangibles

• Applied Information Economics

Putting What Works Together
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Introduction

How Applied Information Economics started
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Expert Intuition

Bad                Good

1    2    3    4     5

Qualitative
(soft scores or “high/medium/low”)

SP(xi|yj)

Quantitative & Probabilistic
(statistical, actuarial, 

simulations, etc.) 

Accounting-style 
Cost estimate analysis 

(point estimates, deterministic)

Different Decision-Making Methods

There is more than one way to decide, so which do we use?
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Different Decision-Making Methods

There is more than one way to decide, so which do we use?

Should we invest 
in this new 

technology?

Where should 
we mitigate 

risks?

Should we 
develop this new 

product?

Should we 
consider merging 

with this firm?
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Different Decision-Making Methods

There is more than one way to decide, so which do we use?

How do we make decisions?
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Different Decision-Making Methods

There is more than one way to decide, so which do we use?

Why do I use this 
method?

How do I know it 
works?

Are you sure there 
is not a better 

method?
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Deciding How to Decide

How do we know what works?

“Intelligence analysts should be self-conscious about their 
reasoning processes. They should think about how they 
make judgments and reach conclusions, not just about the 
judgments and conclusions themselves.”

Dick Heuer, The Psychology of Intelligence Analysis

Meta-Decision Criteria: Is there real evidence, scientifically 
measured, that shows that one method is better than 
another?
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Expert Intuition

Bad                Good

1    2    3    4     5

Qualitative
(soft scores or “high/medium/low”)

SP(xi|yj)

Quantitative & Probabilistic
(statistical, actuarial, 

simulations, etc.) 
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Cost estimate analysis 

(point estimates, deterministic)

Different Decision-Making Methods

There is more than one way to decide, so which do we use?
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Different Decision-Making Methods

There is more than one way to decide, so which do we use?

I can decide how to 
decide myself – I 
will just use my 
expert intuition.
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Different Decision-Making Methods

There is more than one way to decide, so which do we use?

I can decide how to 
decide myself – I 
will just use my 
expert intuition.

How are you sure 
you have improved 

your outcome?
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Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes

107, no. 2 (2008): 97– 105.

Effects of Amount of Information on Judgment Accuracy 

and Confidence
Tsai, Klayman, and Hastie

Abstract
When a person evaluates his or her confidence in a judgment, what is the effect of 
receiving more judgment-relevant information? We report three studies that show 
when judges receive more information, their confidence increases more than their 
accuracy, producing substantial confidence-accuracy discrepancies. Our results 
suggest that judges do not adjust for the cognitive limitations that reduce their

Journal of Behavioral Decision Making 3, no. 3 (July/ September 
1990): 153– 174. 

Judgmental Extrapolation and Market Overreaction: On the Use 
and Disuse of News 

Andreassen
Abstract
The tendency of future stock prices to revert toward the mean of past prices was 
originally explained by the market overreaction hypothesis, which assumed that 
recent media reports cause investors to underuse base rate information. However, 
assuming that investors underweigh older stores of financial information cannot

Law and Human Behavior 23 (1999): 499– 516. 

“I’m Innocent!” Effects of Training on Judgments of Truth and 
Deception in the Interrogation Room

Kassin and Fong

Abstract
The present research examined the extent to which people can distinguish true and 
false denials made in a criminal interrogation, and tested the hypothesis that 
training in the use of verbal and nonverbal cues increases the accuracy of these 
judgments. In Phase One, 16 participants committed one of four mock crimes

Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes 61, no. 3 
(1995): 305– 326. 

Interaction with Others Increases Decision Confidence but Not 
Decision Quality: Evidence against Information Collection Views 

of Interactive Decision Making 

Heath and Gonzalez
Abstract
We present three studies of interactive decision making, where decision makers 
interact with others before making a final decision alone. Because the theories of 
lay observers and social psychologists emphasize the role of information collection 
in interaction, we developed a series of tests of information collection. Two studies

The Analysis Placebo

Confidence in decision making methods is detached from performance
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Different Decision-Making Methods

There is more than one way to decide, so which do we use?

Our project 
decisions are much 

better after we 
started using this 

new process! Are you sure?

Have we measured a 
difference?

It could be another 
Analysis Placebo.
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Deciding How to Decide

Why experience alone may not be enough to make the meta-decision

“Experience is 
inevitable, learning 

is not.”

Paul Schoemaker

I have too much 
experience to be 

fooled by an 
Analysis Placebo!

Experience Learning?
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Deciding How to Decide

Why experience alone may not be enough to make the meta-decision

Daniel Kahneman Gary Klein

To learn from 
experience, you 
need feedback.

And that feedback 
has to be 

CONSISTENT…

…IMMEDIATE… …and 
UNAMBIGUOUS.
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Subject Matter Experts…

Evaluating the Meta-Decision Options

Considerations in using the Subject Matter Expert (SME)
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I am 100% 
confident! …are statistically overconfident

Subject Matter Experts…

Evaluating the Meta-Decision Options

Considerations in using the Subject Matter Expert (SME)
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The project 
will likely 

fail.

The project will 
probably 
succeed. …are statistically overconfident

…are highly inconsistent

Subject Matter Experts…

Evaluating the Meta-Decision Options

Considerations in using the Subject Matter Expert (SME)
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I need more samples 
for this measurement 

to be useful. …are statistically overconfident

…are highly inconsistent

…have erroneous intuition about the math

Subject Matter Experts…

Evaluating the Meta-Decision Options

Considerations in using the Subject Matter Expert (SME)
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…are statistically overconfident

…are highly inconsistent

…have erroneous intuition about the math

…vary greatly in measured performance.

Subject Matter Experts…

Evaluating the Meta-Decision Options

Considerations in using the Subject Matter Expert (SME)
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“The first principle is that you must not fool yourself, and you are 
the easiest person to fool.” — Richard P. Feynman 

“Some remarks on science, pseudoscience, and learning how to not fool yourself.” 

Caltech’s 1974 commencement address.

Deciding How to Decide

Another good quote
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Evaluating the Meta-Decision Options

Using qualitative or “pseudo-quantitative” methods
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Evaluating the Meta-Decision Options

Using qualitative or “pseudo-quantitative” methods

L
ik

e
lih

o
o

d

Impact

The risk with high 
impact needs to be 

addressed.
But the risk isn’t 

red.
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Bad                Good

1    2    3    4     5

Evaluating the Meta-Decision Options

Using qualitative or “pseudo-quantitative” methods

We have two risks that 
rank a two. We need 

to plan for these

Is that the same as 
one risk that is a 4?
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Risk Matrix

Other 
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Evaluating the Meta-Decision Options

The ubiquitous Risk Matrix

Bad                Good

1    2    3    4     5
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David Budescu and Dick Heuer (separately) Researched 
the “illusion of communication” regarding interpretations 
of verbal labels for probabilities

Evaluating the Meta-Decision Options

Unintended consequences of simple scoring methods

Bad                Good

1    2    3    4     5

10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%
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Risk Analysis 28, no. 2 (2008).

What’s Wrong with Risk Matrices?

L. A. Cox, Jr.
Abstract
Risk matrices—tables mapping “frequency” and “severity” ratings to corresponding risk priority
levels—are popular in applications as diverse as terrorism risk analysis, highway construction
project management, office building risk analysis, climate change risk management,
and enterprise risk management (ERM). National and international standards (e.g., Military
Standard 882C and AS/NZS 4360:1999) have stimulated adoption of risk matrices by
many organizations and risk consultants. However, little research rigorously validates their
performance in actually improving risk management decisions.

Society of Petroleum Engineers Economics &Management 6, no. 2 (April 2014): 56–66.

The Risk of Using Risk Matrices

P. Thomas, R. Bratvold, and J. E. Bickel

Abstract
The risk matrix (RM) is a widely espoused approach to assess and analyze risks in the oil & gas (O&G) industry. RMs have been
implemented throughout that industry and are extensively used in risk-management contexts. This is evidenced by numerous 
SPE papers documenting RMs as the primary risk management tool. Yet, despite this extensive use, the key question remains to 
be addressed: Does the use of RMs guide us to make optimal (or even better) risk-management decisions?

Evaluating the Meta-Decision Options

The ubiquitous Risk Matrix

Bad                Good

1    2    3    4     5

“Risk Matrices should not be 

used for decisions of any 

consequence”

“[Risk Matrices] can be 

worse than useless”
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Craig R. Fox showed how arbitrary features of how scales are partitioned 
effects responses.  

Example: 

If “1” on a 5-point impact scale means “less than $1 million loss”, the share 
of that response is affected by the partition of other choices.

Evaluating the Meta-Decision Options

Unintended consequences of simple scoring methods

Bad                Good

1    2    3    4     5
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Evaluating the Meta-Decision Options

The Cost-Benefit Analysis Spreadsheet
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Conventional “cost-benefit analysis” approaches may improve decisions but…

• They are deterministic

• They do not specify uncertainty

• They can’t prioritize measurements

• They can’t quantify risk

Evaluating the Meta-Decision Options

Cost Benefit Analysis probably improves some decisions…but there is a lot it can’t do
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“It is impossible to find any 

domain in which humans 

clearly outperformed crude 

extrapolation algorithms, 

less still sophisticated 

statistical ones.”

“There is no controversy in 

social science which shows 

such a large body of 

qualitatively diverse studies 

coming out so uniformly in 

the same direction as this 

one.”

SP(xi|yj) Paul Meehl assessed 150 

studies comparing experts to 

statistical models in many 

fields (sports, prognosis of 

liver disease, etc.).

Philip Tetlock tracked a total 

of over 82,000 forecasts 

from 284 experts in a 20-

year study covering politics, 

economics, war, technology 

trends and more.

Evaluating the Meta-Decision Options

What the research says about statistical methods vs. Subject Matter Experts
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Obstacles to Better Decisions

Acceptance of quantitative methods vs. statistical literacy: survey results

• 173 cybersecurity were surveyed regarding opinions about 
quantitative risk analysis methods in their fields

• There was a bit more resistance to quantitative methods 
than acceptance.

• They also took a quiz on basic statistical literacy
• When we looked only at those responses that scored above 

the median on statistical literacy, there was a lot more 
acceptance.

• When we look at those that did not score above the median, 
resistance was much higher.

• Those who answered “I don’t know” on stats literacy 
questions were not the most resistant to quantitative 
methods – it was those who thought they did know and 
were wrong.
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Obstacles to Better Decisions

Acceptance of quantitative methods vs. statistical literacy: survey results

• 173 cybersecurity were surveyed regarding opinions about 
quantitative risk analysis methods in their fields

• There was a bit more resistance to quantitative methods 
than acceptance.

• They also took a quiz on basic statistical literacy
• When we looked only at those responses that scored above 

the median on statistical literacy, there was a lot more 
acceptance.

• When we look at those that did not score above the median, 
resistance was much higher.

• Those who answered “I don’t know” on stats literacy 
questions were not the most resistant to quantitative 
methods – it was those who thought they did know and 
were wrong.
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Stats Literacy 
Above Median
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Obstacles to Better Decisions

Acceptance of quantitative methods vs. statistical literacy: survey results

Stats Literacy 
Above Median

• 173 cybersecurity were surveyed regarding opinions about 
quantitative risk analysis methods in their fields

• There was a bit more resistance to quantitative methods 
than acceptance.

• They also took a quiz on basic statistical literacy
• When we looked only at those responses that scored above 

the median on statistical literacy, there was a lot more 
acceptance.

• When we look at those that did not score above the median, 
resistance was much higher.

• Those who answered “I don’t know” on stats literacy 
questions were not the most resistant to quantitative 
methods – it was those who thought they did know and 
were wrong.
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Obstacles to Better Decisions

Acceptance of quantitative methods vs. statistical literacy: survey results

Stats Literacy 
Above Median

• 173 cybersecurity were surveyed regarding opinions about 
quantitative risk analysis methods in their fields

• There was a bit more resistance to quantitative methods 
than acceptance.

• They also took a quiz on basic statistical literacy
• When we looked only at those responses that scored above 

the median on statistical literacy, there was a lot more 
acceptance.

• When we look at those that did not score above the median, 
resistance was much higher.

• Those who answered “I don’t know” on stats literacy 
questions were not the most resistant to quantitative 
methods – it was those who thought they did know and 
were wrong.
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Obstacles to Better Decisions

Acceptance of quantitative methods vs. statistical literacy: survey results

Stats Literacy At 
or Below Median

Stats Literacy 
Above Median

• 173 cybersecurity were surveyed regarding opinions about 
quantitative risk analysis methods in their fields

• There was a bit more resistance to quantitative methods 
than acceptance.

• They also took a quiz on basic statistical literacy
• When we looked only at those responses that scored above 

the median on statistical literacy, there was a lot more 
acceptance.

• When we look at those that did not score above the median, 
resistance was much higher.

• Those who answered “I don’t know” on stats literacy 
questions were not the most resistant to quantitative 
methods – it was those who thought they did know and 
were wrong.
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Obstacles to Better Decisions

Acceptance of quantitative methods vs. statistical literacy: survey results

Mark Twain

“It’s not what you don’t know 
that will hurt you, it’s what 
you know that ain’t so.” 
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Obstacles to Better Decisions

The double standard

Why are you 
wearing running 

shoes, we’re going 
hiking?

I heard there were 
bears in the woods 
so I wanted to be 
able to run fast
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Obstacles to Better Decisions

The double standard

That’s absurd! You 
can’t outrun a bear!

I don’t have to 
outrun the bear - I 
just have to outrun 

you!
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There is a double standard when 
evaluating algorithms vs. human experts.

Even when algorithms perform better 
than a human expert, people penalize 
the algorithm for an error more than the 
human.

Don’t commit the classic “Beat the Bear” fallacy.

Exsupero Ursus

Obstacles to Better Decisions

The double standard
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Deciding How to Decide

How do we know what works?

Bad                Good

1    2    3    4     5

SP(xi|yj)
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Deciding How to Decide

How do we know what works?

• Introduction to the Meta Decision

• Analysis Placebo & Limits of Experience

• Four broad categories of decision-making approaches

• Obstacles to quantitative methods
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Deciding How to Decide

How do we know what works?

• Introduction to the Meta Decision

• Analysis Placebo & Limits of Experience

• Four broad categories of decision-making approaches

• Obstacles to quantitative methods

Bad                Good

1    2    3    4     5

SP(xi|yj)
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Obstacles to Better Decisions

The Myth of Immeasurability

SP(xi|yj)
We can’t use quantitative 

methods based on statistics, 
because X can’t be 

measured.
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Deciding How to Decide

How do we know what works?

• Deciding How to Decide

The Meta-Decision

• How to Measure Anything

Overcoming the Illusion of Intangibles

• Applied Information Economics

Putting What Works Together


